
TAG Basic Session in Deep Roots 
Session #2 

Expanding a healing space 

Set Space 

Claim an expansion of your presence, awareness, healing, discernment, and 
connection with spiritual guides:  
  
“I am a presence of ….(healing, deep respect, intuition, clarity, and 
curiosity)… with connection to my Divine Family” 

 Do a Reality Statement and Brain Balance for the above statement. 

The rest is a repeat and expansion of the Basic Session. (TAG111 Basic 
Session #1 printout) 

 1.Connect to participant's Higher Self and Causal team. Make sure the 
peep has a team with the capacity to effect the changes that the TAG/PTO/
Galactic teams can bring. 

 2. Affirm connection to Divine Family agenda flow.... 
 'Peep has a secured connection to her/his Divine Family's energy and 
presence of…….’   

Ask these questions:  

• What % of Negative karma in birth plan is left from the 100% 
  marked for removal___________% 

• Are there any parasitically influenced individuals in this individual's 
  space? __________.  

• How many?__________. 

 3. Remove parasitically influenced energy from the individuals 
influencing peeps energy stream: 
 A) Imagine a rectangular box.  Line the interior with mirrors on every 
surface.  Place the parasitically influenced person in the box.  The idea is to 
reflect back to the person who s/he is, and send their energies back as 
messages to themselves.  This is NOT a punishment! 
 B) Write person’s name, or the number of individuals, on a slip of paper.  
Place it in a cucumber and put it in freezer.  If you have no cucumber, place 
the paper in some water and make an ice cube of it. 
 C) Place parasitically influenced individuals  in the 6 fold cocoon:  



  Red rock vortex, guardian circle, hitch hiker shield, Hazmat suit/  
  field, close the skies, receive golden song project, bring in the   
  Sensitivity Shield. 
 4. Find the next intense issue for your peep. (You dealt with one in 
Session 1, now find the next most important issue for peep.) 
• Use ‘Crystal Child’ technique or your pendulum and color sheet to identify 

pattern/issue. (Follow printout ‘Identifying the Pattern-trigger’)  

What Causes/Seeds have brought the manifestations of this issue? (Use 
pendulum to find the number)  
 • Galactic 
 • Void 
 • Negative worlds 

• Turn Coat 
 • Black Magic 
 • Contracts  
  Ask about guilt contracts 

• Insertion- what thoughts did the Outsiders implant in peep’s energy 
line?  Sit quietly, let this information ‘drop in’. 

 • Patterns- How was peep’s behavior and thoughts influenced by this   
  outsider influence?  This is what peep is dealing with.  Reality 
statement is about healing this.  

 5.Resolve all of these Causes/Seeds using ‘Cause/Seed Evaluation   
  and Resolution’ handout 

6. Use the Re-An process 
Use the Re-AN process to gather, neutralize, heal and transform the 
concept, the impacts, and all Patterns in all dimensions, including time, 
space, realities, worlds and more.  

Gather everything into the present Now. Collapse the entire time line into one 
dot of time.  Then  declare it healed, transformed, with all Outsiders removed, 
and Soul harmonics restored.  See illustration below.  I visualize the time line 
going horizon to horizon, and collapse it to one point in the middle that I then 
heal.  Sharon goes from top to bottom.  See illustration below.  

         

  



    Wiggly line 
    is time line 

7. Closure Follow up:  

• Write a Reality Statement or anchoring Mantra  
• Place reality statement in the new weaving space of Divine Good for 

ongoing work.  

• Ask if there is more to do now.  
• If not, follow the Law of Reciprocity. Turn the work and intention over 

to the peep's teams, bring your mind to stillness, and then shift to lift 
gates to bring in 100-fold energy for your support and nourishment.  

8. Send the Anchoring Statement (Reality Statement) to Sharon at:  
deeprootsodyssey@yahoo.com  by the Monday following the TAG III class. 
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